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Cry, the Beloved Country
Chapters 13-16 • pages 86-116

Student Worksheet #5
Vocabulary Activity

     vagabond 87                covenant 90                 prodigal 96             amendment 106 
     compliance 114           anguish 109                 osiers 89                 vestments 90 
     enrapt 92                     unendurable 107 

Directions: Circle the word from each list that does not belong with the others.  Briefly
explain why that word does not belong. 

   1.    vagabond    prodigal    runaway    wayfarer

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

   2.    covenant    amendment    destruction    improvement

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

   3.    compliance     anguish     terror     jealousy

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

   4.    attire     osiers     vestments      garments

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

   5.    enrapt     unendurable     distracted     interested

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________
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Cry, the Beloved Country
Critical Thinking: Cause-Effect Map

Student Worksheet #15
Use After Reading

Directions:  When examining the reasons for events in a story, we often find that there is a
cycle of events.  One event causes another, which causes another, which eventually leads back
to the start.

For example:  Anxiety about taking tests makes it hard to concentrate on specific tests, which
makes it hard to do well on those tests, which leads to anxiety about taking tests:

Problems Concentrating on Tests

Anxiety about test-taking Poor performance

Think about why Jarvis and others consider the problem of erosion almost unsolvable (page
130). Show how one event leads to another in a “vicious cycle.”

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Cry, the Beloved Country
Literary Analysis: Characterization

Student Worksheet #19
Use After Reading

Directions: Below are three Venn diagrams for the purpose of comparing three pairs of
characters. Beneath each name, jot words and phrases that describe that character;
descriptions that fit both characters go in the overlapping area.

Both

Rev. Msimangu John Kumalo

Both

Absalom Kumalo Arthur Jarvis

Both

Stephen Kumalo James JarvisSAMPLE




